Barack H Obama aka Harrison J Bounel
Alias Has Been Scrubbed From Databases
03/11/2011 The alias of Harrison
J Bounel is discovered sharing the
same SSN and home address as
03
Barack H Obama as of 11/2009 by
AL Hendershot.

03/11/2011 Conflicting
information is discovered as to
the registered Owners of 5046 S
Greenwood Ave., the supposed
home owned by the Obama’s
showing that it is not the
Obama’s as the true owners of
the Hyde Park Mansion.

03/14/2011 Harrison J Bounel
alias hits the internet as a
searchable term for Barack H
Obama’s alias as of 2009

05/14/2011
The Obama Hustle Blog
www.theobamahustle@word
press.com

04/20/2011 WND and Jerome
Corsi re-open the case concerning
5046 S Greenwood with the
article, “Why Do 3 Supporters
Own Obama Home”

08/14/2011 WND and Jerome
Corsi re-open the case concerning
the the $104,500.00 “Obama
Buffer Zone” in an article, “Tax
fraud suspected in Obama land
deal”.

Goes live exposing evidence
on Barack H Obama

As of 08/20/2011 a recent search
was completed on the Obama SSN
042-68-4425 of the same database
that was used when Harrison J
Bounel alias was originally
discovered and the alias had been
completely scrubbed and all
evidence has been eliminated. The
following graphic images will point
that out.

05/20/2011 Al Hendershot is
interviewed by Trunews Radio
(with a combined 300K plus hits on
youtube as of 08/2011) concerning
the Obama alias of “Harrison J
Bounel “and the real estate and
tax fraud issues associated with
5046 S Greenwood Ave.

Fig 1 The following image are the results of my first database pull from public records indicating (2)
results, one for Barack H Obama and the other for Obama’s alias. Note that I was confused as to the
state issue of the SSN. I had to revert to my SSN Table to verify the states that issue the SSN prefix
numbers. Note at the lower (R) hand side of the document as it verifies the date of the pull as of
03/11/2011 which clearly shows the Obama “alias” of Harrison J Bounel that was in use as of 11/2009.
Up until this point I had no clue as to what Obama’s SSN was nor did I even care until I discovered the
anomalies that gave me more questions than answers.

Fig 2 The following image is the second pull from the same database of public records which is not the
“printable version” it is from the database pull. I used this copy to show that I used a search of the same
SSN that Obama H Obama and his alias, Harrison J Bounel share to do a “Relative” search and the result
was the following image with Michelle L Obama as the only result for that particular search.

Fig 3 The following image is from a pull that I did from the same database of public records for a new
search on the Obama SSN that was completed on 08/19/2011. Note that the Alias has been scrubbed
from the database as of 08/2011. The Obama alias has out in the open now for five months; however it
has been in the databases for years until the discovery made by me in 03/2011. Now it has been
scrubbed. WHY? Q. Could it be that the “OBOTS” are trying to eliminate any and all evidence of
Obama’s shady past from all public databases?

